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Electron Beam Emittance Monitor for the SSC

E. Tsyganov, R. Meinke, W. Nexsen, S. Kauffmann, A. Zinchenko, and A. Taratin
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory*

2550 Beckleymeade Ave., Dallas, TX 75237 USA

Abstract We used the ZBEAM simulation code described elsewhere

A nondestructive beam profile monitor for the [4,5] to trace probe electrons in the vicinity of a 20-TEV beam.
Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) is presented using as a Electrons were traced from Y = -l cm to Y = 2 cre, Y is being the4

probe a low-energy electron beam interacting with the proton direction of the electron beam. The Z-direction corresponds to
bunch charge. Results using a full Monte Carlo simulation code the direction of a proton beam. Deflection angles of electrons in
look promising for the transverse and longitudinal beam profile the X-Y plane were calculated versus the probe beam position
measurements, along the X-direction.

The bunch structure of the 20-TEV beam was taken into

Recently a low-energy electron beam was proposed [1] for account. The bunch was considered as a moving charge
nonperturbing diagnostics of high-energy electron beams, based equivalent to the charge of l010 protons with three-dimensional
on earlier works [2,3]. We studied a similar approach in Gaussian distribution in space. A Gaussian distribution with
connection with applications for the SSC collider and its transfer sigma equal to 5 cm was used in the Z-direction. Four beam sizes
lines, were considered with sigmaX = sigmaY, for sigma being equal to

A diagram of the beam emittance monitor for the SSC using 50 _tm, 100 _tm, 200 gm and 500 _tm.The electrons were exactly
a low-energy probe electron beam is presented in Figure 1. A synchronized with the proton bunch. In our case the
strobed electron gun directs the beam of 10-KeV electrons Z-component of the electrical field of the bunch is rather small,
perpendicular to the proton beam. Deflected electrons are and we neglect it.

detected with a position sensitive detector. A silicon microstrip It was found that the electron deflection angle is quite
detector seems to be a perfect candidate for this. The monitor can sensitive to the position of the electron beam inside the proton
use a well-focused electron beam sweeping through the proton bunch. Figure 2 presents the scattering angle of the electron
beam, or a wide, parallel electron beam. Single bunch versus its distance from the center of proton beam (impact
measurements are possible in the latter case, i.e., when parameter) for different beam sizes. By measuring the deflection
illuminating a bunch of high-energy panicles by a wide parallel of the electron beam, it is possible to obtain the rms size of the
electron beam one can obtain a specific "shadow picture" of the beam with good precision. The probing electron beam would be
proton bunch. The duration of the pulse of electrons in this case swept across the main beam to obtain a full deflection profile.
should be shorter than the duration of the proton bunch. Electrons should be focused in the plane of the proton beam in a

spot less than 10 Ian in size in order to not introduce any
significant broadening to the measured beam size. Figure 3
demonstrates the sensitivity of the method to the shape of thePositionsensitive

lr / detector charge distribution inside the bunch. Scattering angles versus

I i impact parameter are presented for Gaussian and uniform charge
Beampipe_ [ distributions in the X-Y plane with the same rms, 50 tJ.m.In the

I Z-direction both distributions are Gaussian with sigma of 5 cm.
An obvious difference between the two curves is seen.

A notable, and not entirely intuitive, feature of Figures 2
-- _ _ 20 TeV bunch

and 3 is the leveling off of the deflection angle for values of the

impact parameter which exceed the X-extent of the beam. If the

impact parameter b is beyond the X-extent of the beam, but still
Sweeping module very small compared to the Z-extent of the bunch, it is reasonable

I T J/ Strol_delectrongun to model the force felt by the probe electron as that due to an

I (_,_ 10KeV,10mA,50Ps infinite line charge,

TIP-03_.a3 g(_) = _,--2eqtR (1)
Figure 1. Electron beam profile monitor for the SSC IP,I2
collider.

where e is electron's charge, qL is the linear charge density of the

idealized line charge, and R is the two-dimensional vector*Operated by the Universities ResearchAssociation, Inc., for the
(X, Y). Thus, after some calculations, we arrive toU.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-

AC35-89ER40486.
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- In other words, the derivative of the deflection angle as a

28 _" function of impact parameter is proportional to the Y-integrated
profile of the transverse beam charge distribution Qt.. This

24 : happens to be precisely the same information as one obtains from

i a probe wire ("flying wire") which is passed perpendicular to the

o - beam in the Y-direction (that of the probe electron) through the "
X-point corresponding to that electron's impact parameter b. The

_16 - deflection functions shown in Figure 2, then, simply

1 proportional to the indefinite b-integrals of the very "beam

profiles" which are measured by "flying wires"!

Figure 4 presents the dependence of the X-position of a
deflected electron at Y = 2 cm versus its initial X-position at Y =
-1 cm. Electrons are "switched" in the X-direction by the proton

0 .., _.... ] .... _.... ] .... i .... _.... _.... _.... _.., bunch charge around the center of the proton beam, and the shape
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.2.5 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 ofthis switching is defined by the proton beam profile. Note, that

Deflectionangles(mrad)versus Impactparameter(mm) the shapeof the curve presented defines not only the transverseTLP.03567

Figure 2. Deflection angles versuselectronbeampositions shape of the proton beam, but also the longitudinal charge
relative to the centerof a proton bunch.Data for density at the centerof the bunch.
three-dimensional Gaussian distributions of the bunch .... _.... , , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... , ....

charge with sigmaX = sigmaY equal to 50 lain, 100 Ixm, _ ,2
200 lain and 500 lain. SigmaZ is equal to 5 cm. Smooth
curves represent a fit of data by error function. _ 0.8
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16 Figure 4. X-position of an electron at the plane Y = 2 cm
versus its X-position at the plane Y = -1 eta. Solid line is for

12 Gaussian beam with sigmaX = sigmaY = 50 pan, dashed
line--for 100 _tm, dotted line--for 200 Ixm, dash-dotted

8 line---for 500 I.tm.
4

Figure 5 presents the X-profiles of a 4-mm wide, parallel,

0o .. _,_.. _.... _.... i .... _.... _.... i .... J.... _... uniformly distributed, electron beam at the Y = 2 cm plane for0.02 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2

Deflectionangles(mind)verausimpactparameter(mm) different protonbeamsizes.IntheZ-direction thisbeamcouldbe
_r,.o=as as wide as 10 mm. 106 electrons were simulated for each

Figure 3. Scattering angle vs. impact parameter for two distribution, lt is easy to see that the shape of the electron beam
charge distributions with the same rms, 50 Ixm. Upper profile resulting from interaction with the proton beam is very

•curve--uniform distribution of charge within a 100 pm sensitive to the size of the proton beam. Similar data, but with a
radius of beam, lower curve---Gaussian distribution with Gaussian angular divergence for the electron beam of 1 mrad, are

sigma 50 lain. A difference between the two curves is seen. presented in Figure 6. Sensitivity of the resulting electron beam
profile to the size of the proton beam remains adequate. ¢

In conclusion, the preliminary calculations presented here
show that the emittance of a 20-TEV beam at the SSC can be

effectively monitored with low energy electron beams in a

_ .............................. .,,, ..,=_............. ....,........ .,,,...... i, ........ , ...... , ,, ;r , i ..... _ ' ..........



non-destructive technique. Further detailed studies of the
process are needed, including construction of a prototype of the ,:_- .....

device and testing its Peff°rmance °n high energy :: - f_._(_:,_]!beams. ,::i-i _ ,_--.I_ Ii ,=. :
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Figure 5. Electron beam profiles at the plane Y = 2 cm for REFERENCES
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